Tronox resumed production at its 46,000 tonnes/y sulfate-route TiO~2~ pigment plant at Fuzhou (Jiangxi province) on 18 February 2020, following a 22-day closure due to the *Covid-19* pandemic. Operations were ramped up to full-scale capacity within five days.

The Fuzhou plant was built in 2009/10 on a 25 hectares site in the Fubei Industrial Park on the outskirts of Fuzhou city on the southeastern coast of China. It was declared fully on-stream in February 2011. Adjacent to the TiO~2~ plant was a new 200,000 tonnes/y sulfuric acid plant, equipped with a spent acid recycling. The operating company at that time was Jiangxi Tikon (formerly Jiangxi Tianguang Chemical), a wholly-owned subsidiary within the SanSheng group (headquartered in Hong Kong). Originally, SanSheng had planned to double TiO~2~ capacity here.

During early 2012, although the Sansheng group maintained its commitment to investing in the second stage of the Fuzhou expansion project, it began actively considering divestment of Jiangxi Tikon. In fact, on 27 October 2012, an agreement was signed, whereby Henan Billions would take a 75% stake in Jiangxi Tikon, leaving Sansheng with a 25% stake. But the deal was never consummated, so Jiangxi Tikon remained a wholly-owned Sansheng subsidiary. Towards the end of October 2014, Cristal (aka National Titanium Dioxide Co, headquartered in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia) announced that it had agreed to buy the entire business and assets of Jiangxi Tikon and the transaction was completed in early 2015. (See 'Focus on Pigments', Dec 2014, 7).

This marked the first time that a major multinational had executed a foreign direct investment in the Chinese TiO~2~ industry. By contrast, nearly all the major players in other sectors of the global pigments industry began investing in Chinese manufacturing capacity more than 10 years ago -- Votorantim (zinc oxide); Sachtleben (lithopone); BASF, Clariant and DIC (organic pigments); Aditya Birla, Cabot, CSR and Degussa/Orion (carbon black). In the field of iron oxide pigments, the major global suppliers -- Bayer (now Lanxess), Elementis and Laporte invested in Chinese manufacturing capacity as far back as the early 1990s. As the inheritor of the Elementis and Laporte assets, Venator now owns the Chinese iron oxide pigment plants at Shenzhen and Taican.

Tronox acquired the Fuzhou TiO~2~ plant as part of the \$2.2 bn purchase of Cristal\'s TiO~2~ assets on 10 April 2019. (See 'Focus on Pigments', Jun 2019, 5).
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